KORG NEW PRODUCTS

SDD-3300
TRIPLE DIGITAL DELAY

The SDD-3300 puts three digital delays in one compact rack mountable unit. Each delay unit has a programmable 6-channel input mixer and output mixer with LED level indicators, two LFO modulators, phase adjustment, a high-cut filter and a low-cut filter. All parameters are programmable. The three units may be linked in any way desired, enabling 3-phase chorus/flanging, independent left and right stereo chorus with delay, and other complex effects not obtainable with conventional delays. Up to 64 programs may be stored in memory for instant recall. Setting of parameter values is dramatically simplified since the position of the editing control corresponds with the backlit LCD display readout. You can also use each unit for sampling, enabling reproduction of sounds up to one second long. This gives you up to three sampled sound sources that are playable from a synth or other MIDI device. MIDI jacks include IN, OUT, and THRU, to allow sophisticated MIDI system interfacing.

Specialized new LSI technology brings dramatic digital reverb realism into a remarkably accessible price range. Eight preset effects include small hall, large hall, gated reverb, reverse gated reverb, and more. Reverb time is selectable in eight steps. With a foot switch you can instantly change from the current setting to the longest reverb time, a handy performance feature. A foot switch may also be used to cancel just the reverb portion of the output. "High damp" permits smoother high frequency response when desired. With the Korg DRV-1000 you can add powerful ambience and reverb effects to your sound today.

With two pedals in one unit, it's easy to control combined effects. You might use sustain with portamento, or bypass and program change functions. Whatever your needs, the PS-2 will simplify system control. Each pedal has both closed-on and open-on jacks to handle equipment from different manufacturers. Sturdy construction means high reliability.

*Specifications and features are subject to change without notice for further improvement

NOTICE
Korg products are manufactured under strict specifications and voltages required by each country. These products are warranted by the Korg distributor only in each country. Any Korg product not sold with a warranty card or carrying serial number nullifies the product sold from the manufacturer/distributor's warranty and liability. This requirement is for your own protection and safety.
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